
Sharp Cutting Equipment for Sharp Looking Turf 
As the year heads into the summer, many golf courses and sports fields see a big increase in 
traffic while the weather brings heat, humidity, excess moisture, or even a drought. All these things 
are out of the control of professional turf managers and they must react accordingly to keep their 
turf in peak condition. 

One factor that impacts turf health and is within the turf managers control, is sharp reels and 
blades on mowing equipment. A crisp, clean cut helps turf resist disease and other stresses. Also, 
sharp equipment operates more efficiently, helping to control operating costs. 

New Toro reel mowers come with DPA Edge Series cutting units that feature reels with new blade 
material, modified geometry, an improved manufacturing process, and efficient seals and 
bearings. Also included are EdgeMax bedknives which can last 2-3 times longer than standard 
bedknives. The result is cutting units that stay sharp longer with less maintenance. 

Now you can upgrade your existing Toro cutting units to Edge Series Reels and EdgeMax 
bedknives. For maximum ease and convenience, replacement reels are now available as Reels+ 
or Edge Series Reels+. The + designates a replacement reel assembly that includes bearings 
and seals already installed to save time in the shop. 

 

Please click the link to learn more about Toro Reels+ and Edge Series Reels+. Reference charts 
showing available replacement reels are on the page. 

Reference charts showing Toro Bedknives are also available. 

 

https://www.toro.com/en/parts/genuine-parts/reels
https://www.toro.com/en/parts/genuine-parts/bedknives


To keep your reels, blades, and bedknives sharp, consider the impressive line-up of grinding 
equipment and supplies from The Foley Company. For reel grinders, Foley offers a wide selection 
to meet the needs of any shop and the preferences of most technicians. 

 

 

 

The new base model 622 ACCU Spin SO offers a 
simple, spin only, touch-off style grinder that can be 
upgraded with LED gauging and relief grind options. 
Dual infeed handwheels, live shaft spin hub, and easy 
to use roller clamps make it easy to touch up a reel 
quickly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An industry leader, the model 633 ACCU Pro is a complete 
grinder with table-top set up and an automatic placement 
system with the ACCU-Reel selector, providing spin and 
relief grinding in one quick process. Choose the manual 
model or the fully automatic version with ACCU Touch 3 
control. 

 



 

 

For the model that most operators would choose, the 
653 ACCU Master has it all. Features the same fast, 
accurate set up process as the 633 ACCU Pro but 
with ACCU Touch 3 controls standard, making it fully 
automatic. Also features a complete enclosure to 
control both sound and dust, enabling operation in 
any shop environment. 

 

 

 

Foley reel grinders are offered with a choice of electric lift hoists or tables. Choose the portable 
WorkStation lift table for maximum versatility and ease of use. 

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



No matter which reel grinder you choose, it should be paired with a quality bedknife grinder so 
the technician is equipped with the tools to properly maintain sharp cutting units. 

 

 

The 672 Semi-Automatic Bedknife Grinder utilizes 
innovative Electro-Magnets and sets the industry standard 
for ease-of-use with an automatic alignment and automatic 
angle position mounting system. With the bedknife pre-
aligned and the angles pre-set, all the operator does is 
infeed! 

 

 

 

 

For even more productivity, the 673 ACCU Pro AC 
Automatic Bedknife Grinder features Automated Infeed 
Cycles making this model the most efficient bedknife grinder 
in the world. Placement, set-up, and grinding is quick and 
simple allowing the operator to perform multiple tasks. 

 

 

 

 

Keeping equipment sharp doesn’t just apply to reel mowers. It is just as critical for turf health and 
machine efficiency to keep rotary blades sharp. For many facilities, an automated rotary blade 
grinder would make sense. Safety, consistency, and productivity are all benefits offered by The 
Foley Company. 

While the OEM’s recommend grinding every eight to ten hours of use for maximum engineered 
performance, the Foley models 465 and 460 will reduce your labor and effort, while providing the 
best grind possible. More stress on hydraulics, added strain on your engine, and increased fuel 
consumption is typical when blades are not sharpened regularly. So, if you are interested in 
elevating performance, increasing cut quality, and being more productive, step up to the latest 
technology of Foley’s 465 and 460 Automatic Rotary Blade Grinders. 



 

 

The model 465 Single Head Automated Rotary 
Blade Grinder is the most innovative product to enter 
the turf care industry in years. The enclosure system 
for dust and noise, time savings, and the ability to 
reproduce the OEM grind surface are only a few of the 
many benefits that the 465 offers. The unique design 
of the 465 features automated infeed cycles and a 
built-in blade balancing system that makes the 
grinding process safer and more efficient than ever 
thought possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

For doubling your productivity, choose the model  
460 Dual Head Automated Rotary Blade 
Grinder. Features all the same capabilities and 
controls as the 465 with the added speed of dual 
grinding heads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please contact your STI Account Executive to learn more about DPA Edge Series Reels from The 
Toro Company and high quality grinding machines from The Foley Company. 

 

 


